
System 15 SB
ENG 2 CF
Sachtler System Video 15 carbon �bre with Fluid
Head, ENG 2 CF Tripod , Ground Spreader & Bag

SKU: 1562

Product discontinued

Compact and lightweight, the Sachtler Video 15 SB Fluid
Head greatly reduces the time it takes to setup and start
shooting. Supporting a payload of up to 17 kg, innovative
Speedbalance technology and 12-step counterbalance
presets mean that you won’t be spending your time trying
to �nd the perfect balance. The bubble level illumination
and half ball base makes levelling low stress, even in low-
light conditions.

Attaching your camera to the head is simple too.
Sachtler’s Touch & Go technology and slide range of 70
mm make mounting as quick as clicking it in place. This
versatility and �exibility are matched by a high level of
performance. Seven horizontal and vertical drag levels
plus zero give you perfectly smooth movement, whatever
environment.

When you need to work quickly and e�ectively, you need
a tripod that won’t slow you down. The best-selling
Sachtler dual-extractible ENG 2CF carbon �bre tripod
gives you optimal stability and reliable performance in
every environment. Lightweight and twist-resistant, the
one-piece carbon �bre design features a 100 mm bowl
with tube diameter of 22 mm.

This tripod’s dual extension provides improved reliability,
boosting height range and carrying a payload of 40 kg.
Weighing in at 2.4 kg with a transport length of 70 cm, the
Sachtler ENG 2 CF provides a balance between
lightweight and durability so that you never have to
sacri�ce performance for comfort and transportability.

https://www.sachtler.com/en/


Technical Speci�cations

Feature Value
Range Video

Pan bar count 1

Payload 1 to 17 kg

Bowl size 100 mm
Weight 6.60 kg

Spreader type Ground spreader

Material Carbon Fibre

Transport length 890 mm

Tripod stages 2

Height with spreader 0.63 to 1.72 m

Temperature range -40 to 60 °C

Tilt range 90° to -75°

Sliding range 70 mm
Interface Compatibility Touch & Go

Counterbalance 12 counterbalance steps

Drag 7 + 0 horizontal and vertical grades of drag

What's in the box?
Ground spreader SP 100

Video 15 SB

Tripod ENG 2 CF

Padded bag ENG

https://www.sachtler.com/en/sachtler/ground-spreader-sp-100/c-26/p-1278
https://www.sachtler.com/en/sachtler/video-15-sb/c-26/p-1339
https://www.sachtler.com/en/sachtler/tripod-eng-2-cf/c-26/p-1436
https://www.sachtler.com/en/sachtler/padded-bag-eng/c-26/p-1473

